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With video surveillance systems now
being mainstreamed into IT in many
enterprise organizations, how is this
feature-rich technology going to reap the
business value given its potential for
advanced analytics and integration of
video with other systems and data
elements?

ecurity Technology Executive editorial
director Steve Lasky recently queried
two of the industry’s top video storage

and surveillance technologists to investigate the
future. This continued series of technology-
sponsored Roundtables-in-Print includes Amit
Gattani, who is currently Senior Director, Segment
Marketing for Embedded Business Unit for
Micron and is actively involved in driving Micron’s
strategy and business in various IoT segments,
along with Ken Mills, the Global Industry IoT,
Surveillance and Computer Vision General
Manager for Dell Technologies Corporation, who
is regarded as one of the company’s top
surveillance and public safety experts.

STE: As we look to the future of
video surveillance storage
solutions what do you see as
some of the most dynamic and
innovative drivers that bring new
usage models and value to this
technology sector?
Amit Gattani -- Advances in artificial intelligence,
machine learning and deep learning techniques
for video analytics, along with the rapid rise in
availability of higher-resolution cameras at cost-
effective prices, is driving next-wave innovation in
the video surveillance industry. There is a growing
use case of very large-scale deployments with
richer datasets that need to be inferred in real-
time to drive better business intelligence and
outcomes. From a storage solutions perspective,
this drives demand for higher-performance
storage, driving a shift from traditional hard-drive
storage to flash-based storage systems on the
infrastructure side, and demand for more edge
storage on the camera side.

Ken Mills -- We are seeing many of our
customers accelerate their adoption of cloud
technology models, “multi-clouds” that balance an
optimal mix of public, private and edge cloud
resources for their businesses to deliver a
consistent experience with common
management. With this framework in mind, we
will continue to see video surveillance solutions
that integrate with cloud models direct to cloud
storage, scale-out storage (on-premise /hybrid/ to
cloud) along with expanded functionality
(machine learning, artificial intelligence, API’s, etc.)
coming from continuous integration and
continuous deployment capabilities. With this
faster processing availability, CPU, GPU, FPGA and
TPU, cameras will also gain more capability to
actively participate in these dynamic models as
well as create a truly intelligent edge.

STE: Edge storage devices have
been around for quite some
time, but with advancements in
technology, the business case is
evolving. Discuss how increased
memory retention and the ability
to move storage to the camera
itself can create new and more
effective surveillance
architecture solutions and what
end-users should be looking for
with regards to seamless video
surveillance management and
their storage infrastructure?
Gattani -- In the
past 20 years, on-
camera edge storage
in surveillance has
primarily been used
as a network backup.
With limited use
cases, most memory
solutions were
generally low-density,
low-retention, and
low-performance in nature. The emergence of
higher resolution cameras and the demand for
powerful real-time analytics are the trends
demanding more processing and storage at the
edge/endpoint, to reduce the burden of bringing
and storing a lot of raw data in the cloud or
centralized servers. On the other hand, NAND
technology has been advancing rapidly with 3D
vertical stacking, and up to four bits per cell
design (QLC), enabling us to create ultra-high-
density in-camera storage (microSD form factor)
solutions in capacities where primary storage can
now be completely in the camera. This delivers a
much lower Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) than
most systems in existence today. NAND original
manufacturers can also fine-tune manufacturing
processes and the firmware to deliver a storage
product with higher endurance, no video frame
drops, and health management software that
make primary storage on the camera a
competitive reality. Combine this product
capability with the surveillance market trends
mentioned above and we are beginning to drive a
significant design shift towards an advanced
analytics-rich camera with built-in primary
storage.

Regarding what designers should be looking for
as they architect primary storage solutions on the
edge, SD and micro SD are obviously great
choices as they deliver the flexibility of a
removable solution while delivering the size
needed in the camera form factors. Designers
need to differentiate between the “type” of
solutions, consumer-grade vs.
industrial/surveillance grade. If a typical consumer
card was inserted into a 24X7 recording
environment, it would fail within a few months, as
those cards are not designed to sustain the
number of NAND write cycles and will wear out.
Hence it’s important to select a surveillance-grade
product with appropriate endurance and capacity
based on weeks of desired data retention, high
reliability (like two million hours MTTF), long
warranty (3-Year+ warranty) and a surveillance
optimized feature set like frame drops
management and predictive health monitoring of
the storage.

Mills -- With many physical security providers
migrating toward more cloud-native models, the
capabilities that containerization and micro-
services deliver for edge devices such as cameras
that deliver significantly more processing
capability, larger local storage (including caching)
and faster connectivity (802.11ax, 5G, etc.) are
dramatically improved. Not only can video be
cached and streamed at higher resolutions (4K,
8K, etc.), but also the processing ability allows for
significant artificial intelligence outcomes and
scale-out services between the cameras to create
a considerable force-multiplication capability
operating with maximum flexibility and capacity at
the edge. Cameras can become a true Fog
Operating Platform.

STE: Can you provide some of
the most compelling use cases
for these evolving video storage
solutions and what their impact
is on improved security and
safety?
Gattani -- Sure, I’ll give two examples, one
centered around cost, and the other
performance.

24X7 recording and monitoring is a growing
requirement as our industry evolves. The cost of
data transmission and storage on the cloud is
significant and perpetual. Local on-camera
storage reduces that expense, and when
combined with cloud management services, it can
provide the same level of service required by the
end-user, at a cost that allows continued
development and innovation of edge services.

On the performance side, a good example is
threat detection and alert. As image recognition
and deep learning algorithms for threat detection
mature, the demand to do more comprehensive
analytics on richer data sets with lower
latency/real-time results will drive the need for
computing and storage to be on the edge.

Mills -- Offering
solutions that can
significantly impact
the safety and
security of a city,
community or
business while
increasing the quality
of service delivery
always brings a
compelling result.
Deploying a cloud-native and more importantly, a
multi-cloud approach, video surveillance solutions
that include cameras, sensors, storage and more
will be able to take advantage of the capabilities
from both the manufacturer’s platform along with
the scale of mega-clouds and niche API players to
deliver artificial intelligence/ machine learning
outcomes that provide proactive insights. If the
storage array is running out of storage, you can
immediately scale to cloud. If a safety issue is
being detected and there is a specific description
or criteria needed to be located, it can be quickly
enabled whether from the camera itself or via the
VMS. We also suggest leveraging existing cameras
(typically the largest part of the cost) and
integrating those with a Computer Vision Platform
that provides significant capabilities such as AI,
Machine Learning, Camera as a Sensor, etc.
without having to change out most of the existing
infrastructure.

STE: VSaaS will continue gaining
momentum, especially for small
businesses and enterprise
customers with multiple small
locations. Discuss why this
option is fast becoming a cost-
effective business decision for
video surveillance data storage
and eventual data retrieval.
Gattani -- I agree that VSaaS is going to continue
to gain dominance as the solution of choice for
SMB. The reasons why are simple. The need and
benefits for surveillance in our world are
increasing, the cost of an on-premises install is
prohibitive (NVR, networking equipment, VMS
software), and the resource to monitor and
maintain systems is expensive. In addition,
security is not the core competence of these SMB
owners, nor do they want to develop it, especially
when they can pay a VSaaS provider to do it more
cost-effectively than they can do it themselves.

With a solid five years of ramping trend and a
significant growth forecast in the future, VSaaS
suppliers are considering the most cost-effective
and efficient storage architecture to offer to their
customers. As discussed earlier, advances in non-
volatile memory technology have enabled edge
models that drive cost and performance
advantages that VSaaS suppliers are innovating
with, delivering value with, and ultimately
differentiating themselves from their competitors
with. By leveraging high-density edge storage in
the camera, VSaaS providers can reduce the cost
of high bandwidth data transfer to the cloud and
large cloud storage, delivering a better TCO to the
customers while continuing to deliver the benefits
of a cloud-managed solution.

Mills -- Consumption-based technologies are a
natural fit for organizations that find it challenging
or ineffective to use capital expenditure models
to procure Video Surveillance as a service (VSaaS).
The core strategy of VSaaS ensures that the
devices will continue to be updated, monitored,
and secured rather than static systems that are
purchased at a point in time and rarely updated
or managed properly.

STE: With the growing migration
of video to the edge and the
expanding IoT universe, what will
be the impact on Cloud Services
as they relate to video storage
and analytics? Will Cloud-based
video applications and products
continue to take off?
Gattani -- With IoT, one of the major shifts
occurring is that video surveillance is being
integrated into an overall IoT framework for larger
deployments like in smart cities, enterprise,
campuses, etc. IT managers need one unified
solution stack to manage all their IoT
deployments, including video surveillance and
access control. This is creating an opportunity for
a hyper-converged intelligent solution stack in the
cloud that allows various sensors and systems to
be fused together for more intelligent and
complex decisions and productivity
enhancements. Video surveillance is no more
about just theft management and security, but
about enhancing customer insights and
improving productivity, be it in retail,
manufacturing, transportation, etc. While camera-
level analytics is localized to the camera for the
reasons already discussed, cloud opportunity is
strong for multi-camera, multi-sensor integrated
decision making and analytics.

Mills -- Cloud Service Providers play an important
part in Video Surveillance Solutions for scale,
capability and capacity. Depending on the
customer’s business models (centralized,
distributed, small, large, etc.), Cloud Providers can
play a holistic role for a customer or provide a
specific value such a burst capacity (compute,
storage, etc.) or artificial intelligence outcomes
where the Cloud Provider has a unique or better
capability than the native platform being used.

STE: Some video solutions
vendors are using cybersecurity
protection to differentiate their
equipment from that of their
competitors. How are OEM
storage vendors partnering with
camera manufacturers to create
a secure ecosystem for the vast
amount of video data stored on
a user’s network?
Gattani -- Cybersecurity is critical in video
surveillance and all IoT applications and must be
considered end-to-end. It starts with ensuring
that all end devices, be it video cameras, access
controllers or other smart sensors can be
“trusted” – can be identified and authenticated by
the network on an ongoing basis. This requires
the use of hardware roots of trust embedded
with the flash or working with the flash in the
camera where the camera code is stored, to
ensure active measurement and attestation of
the code and resiliency in case of a potential
hack. This is even more critical in the era of
machine learning usage in the camera, as a hack
of the neural network parameters can completely
change analytics outcomes. Micron’s Authenta
solution is an example of that.

These same roots of trusts can be used to create
certificates for establishing secure connections to
protect all the data communication back to the
cloud. Local edge storage cards must provide
access control protection for data, and systems
may encrypt the data per application need.
Similarly, on the network/cloud side, the servers
need to have their own hardware security to
prevent against hacks to the code itself, and data
also needs to be encrypted. Memory and storage
OEMs like Micron have a comprehensive set of
built-in security in our products, best-practices
knowledge, and vast ecosystem support to help
our customers design for end-to-end
comprehensive security right from the start.

Mills -- Although there are many advances
occurring in the broader video surveillance
solution industry, we are just in the initial stages
of seeing deep integration between cybersecurity
and physical security. Video surveillance solution
providers still have an opportunity to further
integrate with Identity Access Management
Integrations including Federated Security,
Vulnerability Assessment Platforms, Secure
Software-defined Networking, Endpoint Detection
and Response, Encryption (In-Flight and At-Rest)
as well as many other valuable integrations.

These integrations ensure that only the right
users have access from the right
devices/locations, the platform itself is constantly
validated to protect from any known
vulnerabilities with any software component of
the platform, along with secure configuration,
optimal network design and secure network
configuration and that the platform can defend
itself based on intent.
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